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Abstract
We examine the influence of financial asset historical price path characteristics on investors’ risk perception,
return beliefs and investment propensity. To that end, we run a series of survey experiments in which
we present various price patterns to individuals with vested interest in financial matters. Our findings
reveal that price paths with identical daily and monthly returns (and consequently identical return standard
deviation) can lead to substantially different risk perception by investors, indicating that historical volatility
is insufficient to explain risk perception. Salient features such as highs, lows and crashes are the most
influential drivers of perceived risk in price paths. Return forecasts are primarily driven by past overall
returns and the most recent price developments. Perceived risk and return beliefs strongly predict investment
propensity.
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1

Introduction

Past performance information about financial assets is frequently presented in the form of price
paths. Usually, they are the only graphical element in the available information set (Nolte & Schneider, 2018). As visual information largely attracts individuals’ attention (Lurie & Mason, 2007),
price paths often play a significant role in investment decisions. Despite the limited information
content of price paths (Malkiel & McCue, 1985), they are frequently analyzed in an attempt to
recognize patterns and predict future developments (Fama, 1995). Furthermore, individuals often
exhibit return-chasing behavior—a strong indicator that investors focus on historical performance
information (Sirri & Tufano, 1998; Choi, Laibson, & Madrian, 2010). As a consequence, price
paths are highly salient elements in investment decisions. One concern about displaying price paths
to investors is that they can be altered to benefit the provider of the financial asset, for example
by changing the price scale (Huber & Huber, 2018) or time horizon (Diacon & Hasseldine, 2007).
Subsequently, perceived risk, beliefs and investment propensity can be affected by price patterns.
Standard finance theory suggests that financial risk is commonly measured in terms of the standard deviation of returns (Markowitz, 1952). However, several experimental studies indicate that
this might not be how individual investors perceive investment risk. For instance, Unser (2000),
Zeisberger (2018) and Holzmeister et al. (2019) display return distributions with different risk measures (such as standard deviation, probability of loss, expected loss etc.) to lay and professional
investors and identify that shortfall measures, in particular the loss probability, are stronger indicators of perceived risk than the standard deviation of returns. Duxbury and Summers (2004) even
find that a higher standard deviation can be perceived to be less risky, while loss probability and
maximum loss show a positive relationship with perceived risk. Furthermore, perceived risk can be
influenced by the presentation format of the provided information. Diacon and Hasseldine (2007)
indicate that when confronted with return bar charts compared to price charts, investors’ perceived
risk is increased significantly.
The literature on investment behavior in price path settings has so far mainly focused on
particular aspects rather than analyzing influence factors holistically. Grosshans and Zeisberger
(2018) and Nolte and Schneider (2018) investigate the effect of characteristic price path patterns
(up-down vs down-up shape) on the perceived attractiveness of an investment and they find considerable differences between these shapes with regard to investor satisfaction, risk perception and
beliefs. Mussweiler and Schneller (2003) show that price paths which contain a pronounced high
lead to increased future performance beliefs and investment propensities compared to paths with
a low. Higher run lengths of up- and downward trends, which lead to more extreme highs and
lows, increase risk perception (Raghubir & Das, 2009; Grosshans & Zeisberger, 2018). Duxbury and
Summers (2018) display stylized price sequences to experimental participants and determine that
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price volatility rather than return volatility drives risk perception.1 They identify that price-based
factors, such as the number of peaks or the number of accelerated changes in direction within the
price sequence, have a higher explanatory power. Sobolev and Harvey (2016) find that displaying
additional price-change information compared to presenting only price-level information influences
risk perception because it is complicated for individuals to extract price fluctuations from a price
path. These findings indicate that salient price path characteristics appear to play a significant role
in the perception of risk.
Despite these fruitful insights, a holistic analysis of price path characteristics affecting risk
perception and investment propensity in realistic price paths remains unexplored and is the goal
of this study. Realistic price series are characterized by irregular price developments. Pincus and
Kalman (2004) argue that irregularity in a price series changes perceived risk compared to regular,
stylized series. Duxbury and Summers (2018) confirm these findings by showing that introducing
irregularity to stylized series significantly increases perceived risk. As real-world price series usually
display a high degree of irregularity, it adds value to stay close to realistic price paths to credibly
identify the effect of price patterns on investor risk perception.
In the first survey experiment, we let 431 economics students with theoretical knowledge in
investments judge the riskiness of price paths with identical daily and monthly standard deviation,
but varying patterns. We find that price paths can be perceived quite differently in terms of risk even
for identical volatility, which questions the usability of finance theory constructs. In our second study,
we display price paths with various different return and price path characteristics (and different
volatility) to 613 participants of a financial consumer panel, most of them have extensive investment
experience. We find that investor risk perception and consequently investment decision-making are
most significantly influenced by price highs, lows and crashes in the price paths. Return beliefs are
based on historical returns and trends. Investment propensity mainly depends on risk perception and
return estimates, but is also directly influenced by highs, recoveries and total returns. We decided
to present the study to both novice and experienced investors to account for possible differences in
behavior between these two groups (Dhar & Zhu, 2006). Our results indicate that both groups are
influenced by price path characteristics in a similar manner, stressing the fundamental nature of our
results.
Our analysis and findings are relevant and can be motivated from different perspectives. Traditional finance theory often argues that financial risk can be measured in terms of volatility, based on
the work of Markowitz (1952). This definition of risk is adopted by business practice and financial
regulators. For instance, in key investor information documents (KIID)—a document which includes
the most relevant fund information required in the EU—the risk indicator is calculated based on
1

In this paper we will refer to return volatility, as common in finance, unless otherwise stated.
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the historical volatility of the asset (European Banking Authority, 2016). This is also the case for
many other finance models and applications. In the case of price paths, an equal historical standard
deviation of returns does not imply that past price patterns are identical. Using other presentation
formats than price paths, prior studies have shown that individuals often do not perceive the overall
volatility as risk, but rather shortfall measures such as the probability of incurring a loss (Unser,
2000; Zeisberger, 2018; Holzmeister et al., 2019). Our findings support prior studies which identify
that the standard deviation of returns is not the primary factor influencing investor risk perception
in price path settings (Duxbury & Summers, 2018; Grosshans & Zeisberger, 2018; Nolte & Schneider,
2018).
Furthermore, our findings point at heuristics, such as focusing on salient features and losses,
in individuals’ decision-making and dependence on presentation formats. This is important because
price paths can be altered by changing the presented time horizon, for example, leading to considerable differences in the price pattern. Therefore, depending on which pattern is more favorable,
providers of financial assets might choose the most beneficial time frame to boost sales. In practice,
financial information sources often provide price paths of multiple time horizons. Although investors
are able to switch between different time frames, they frequently rely on the presented default only
(Gerhard, Hoffmann, & Post, 2017). Gerhard et al. (2017) show in an experimental study that
half of the participants do not opt out of the default display option when confronted with portfolio
returns. For those who opt out of default, the effect of the displaying a particular time frame could
be mitigated.
Our results illustrate that, even though return-chasing consistent behavior is present, not only
the overall return but also other price path characteristics play a role in risk perception, belief formation and investment propensity. Financial regulators could set standards on the allowed chart
types, formats and time horizons in displaying financial information, following the recent example of
the Israeli pension funds market (Shaton, 2017). Furthermore, regulations on key investor information documents could be adjusted to prevent manipulation of individuals’ investment decisions. The
omnipresence of price charts on mobile investing apps, websites and newspapers makes it vital to
gain better insights on the general drivers of investor risk perception, return beliefs and ultimately
investment propensity.

2

Study 1: The Role of Return Standard Deviation

Given the high importance of volatility in most finance theories, applications, news sources and
financial regulation, our first study is geared towards analyzing its role in price charts. In line with
Duxbury and Summers (2018), Nolte and Schneider (2018) and Grosshans and Zeisberger (2018),
we expect that the standard deviation of returns is not the only factor influencing investor risk
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perception in a price path setting. We extend this previous literature by analyzing a much larger
variety of price paths which allows insights on the scope and limits of the effect.

2.1

Price Path Construction

We created a pool of 3 x 15 price paths, divided into three groups with different overall returns
over the entire time period (–5%, 0% and +5%). Within each group, we used the same 252 returns
which we took from actual stock market history, to create the price paths. The data was based on
the daily returns of the Amsterdam Stock Exchange (AEX) in the period of mid-2012 to mid-2017.
Annualized monthly standard deviation amounts to 20.6% for all price paths and daily skewness
and kurtosis were kept constant. Table 1 provides an overview of the characteristics of the return
series for each group. We incorporated three different total returns while retaining the standard
deviation constant in all groups. We decided to use variations in total returns to add robustness to
the analysis and to avoid limiting it to one specific case.
Table 1: Price Path Characteristics in Study 1.
Group
1
2
3

Return
–5.00%
0.00%
+5.00%

StDev
20.6%
20.6%
20.6%

Skewness
–0.22
–0.24
–0.26

Kurtosis
1.56
1.58
1.56

This table provides an overview of the price path characteristics
used in Study 1, differentiated between three groups with different total returns. Higher moments were kept constant not only
on the daily level, but also on the monthly level as we clustered
monthly returns.

To create price paths with contrasting patterns while retaining the standard deviation and total
returns constant among all price paths within a group, we applied a return shuffling procedure as in
Nolte and Schneider (2018). The returns of each treatment were clustered in sets of 21 daily returns
(equivalent to a month in trading days) to ensure equal monthly standard deviation and returns.2
We randomized the order of packages and the order of returns within each set. This procedure leads
to a variety of different price paths, with contrasting specific path characteristics, such as highs, lows
or crashes. The design and scales of all price paths were equal to avoid framing effects (including
x- and y-axis, grid size etc.).3 Figure 1 presents an example of a price path in Study 1. All created
price paths are displayed in Appendix A.
2
3

The KIID calculation of the return standard deviation is performed with a weekly frequency.
The advantage of this method is that we keep higher moments of the return series not only at the daily interval
constant, but also on the monthly interval, which might be more relevant for real investors and more in line with
what can actually be seen in a chart.
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Figure 1: Price Path in Study 1.

2.2

Experimental Procedure

We recruited 431 business administration and economics students at Radboud University (Nijmegen,
the Netherlands) in October 2017 to participate in an online study. The participants followed the
course Corporate Finance as part of their curriculum and were invited to complete an online survey
on investment behavior. 40% of all participants were female. 82% and 88% indicated that their
statistical and financial knowledge, respectively, is at least comparable to the average population. A
non-negligible fraction of 23% of participants indicated that they have already invested in the stock
market before.
At the beginning of the survey experiment, participants received a general introduction to
the study. Each one was assigned to one out of three treatments (corresponding to the three
groups of price paths). The task was to evaluate six price paths, randomly selected out of the
15 in a group, regarding risk perception (on a Likert scale from 1-7), return potential (1-7) and
investment willingness (1-10)4 , all scales ranging from low to high. The six price paths were chosen
randomly, but we applied the restriction that the price paths were equally presented, thereby ensuring
approximately the same number of observations for each price path. We decided to limit the number
of shown paths to six for each participant to eliminate possible distortions that could arise due to
subjects’ boredom while maintaining a sufficiently high number of observations for each price path.
One alternative would have been to only show a single price path to each participant, however,
this would limit the variation in price paths or required an extremely high number of participants.
Furthermore, each participant was solely presented with price paths of the same total return over
the displayed period (corresponding to the price path groups). Another option would have been to
display price paths with contrasting total returns (as later done in Study 2). However, as we wanted
to remain a relatively controlled setting (with regard to other potentially important factors) in
4

The difference in scale was used to prevent a potential tendency to average scores.
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Study 1, we decided to solely present price paths with equal total returns to ensure that participants
did also pay attention to the price sequence. Besides displaying price paths, we refrained from
presenting additional asset information, in order to isolate the effect of graphical chart characteristics.
Additionally, to avoid possible order effects, we randomized the presentation sequence of the price
paths.
The last section of the survey asked general questions about investment experience, demographics and statistical knowledge. The complete set of price paths and the survey can be found in
Appendix A. The median duration to complete the survey was 8 minutes. The subjective nature
of risk perception, our main topic of interest, prevents us from using monetary incentives. This is
in line with other studies on risk perception, see, for example, Unser (2000), Zeisberger (2018) and
Holzmeister et al. (2019) and studies on similar concepts such as reference points (Baucells, Weber,
& Welfens, 2011; Riley, Summers, & Duxbury, in press). To avoid a study that is only partially
incentivized, we also refrained from providing incentives for elicited forecasts and investment intentions. This decision is also based on Glaser, Iliewa, and Weber (2019), who do not find differences
between participants’ answers in incentivized and non-incentivized forecasts tasks.

2.3

Results

Table 2 shows the average (over all respondents) risk perception scores for each price path. Figure 2
illustrates the average risk perception ratings for each price path in all groups. We observe a
considerable variation in average risk perception within the same group. For instance, in group 1,
on a scale from 1 to 7, the path with the lowest perceived risk received a score of 2.58, while the
path with the highest perceived risk had a score of 4.64. We also report the mean responses for
return potential and investment willingness, which show considerable variation across price paths.
Detailed statistical testing regarding these two factors is conducted in Study 2.
Hence, there are differences in average perceived risk (as well as return forecasts and investment
intentions) even if the exact same returns are used to create price paths. This variation is present
in all of the three groups which indicates the robustness of our findings with regard to different
return outcomes. While for a number of price paths average risk perception is similar, we identify
substantial differences over and beyond previously identified patterns, such as up-down and down-up
patterns (Duxbury & Summers, 2018; Grosshans & Zeisberger, 2018; Nolte & Schneider, 2018).
We analyze pairwise comparisons, adjusted with the Bonferroni correction for multiple comparisons. The results, presented in Figure 7, 8 and 9 in Appendix B, show that even though several price
paths do not differ in perceived risk, there are statistically significant differences. Our experimental
evidence reveals that the standard deviation of returns is not the only driver of risk perception
and that the differences in risk perception across different price patterns can be substantial in some
cases. We refrain from further analyses here as Study 2 is aimed at testing explicitly which specific
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Table 2: Mean score of risk perception, return potential and investment willingness of each price path.
Group 1
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15

Risk
2.58
3.51
4.43
4.64
3.75
3.14
4.30
4.14
4.16
4.14
3.93
4.14
3.39
4.42
4.27

Return
2.67
3.49
3.93
3.60
3.73
3.59
4.23
4.09
3.23
3.35
3.56
3.05
3.61
3.44
3.39

Inv
4.33
4.86
4.70
4.22
4.64
4.84
4.91
5.40
4.25
4.42
4.65
3.60
5.41
4.70
4.32

Group 2
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30

Risk
2.61
4.67
3.95
3.84
3.98
4.28
4.37
3.93
4.28
4.25
4.21
3.37
3.82
4.33
3.63

Return
3.23
4.26
4.17
3.82
4.05
3.25
3.40
4.51
3.30
4.05
4.26
3.65
3.70
3.03
3.72

Inv
5.00
4.95
5.05
4.66
5.50
3.77
3.98
6.00
3.60
5.02
5.16
4.84
4.75
3.86
4.63

Group 3
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45

Risk
3.11
4.63
3.98
3.30
4.10
4.19
4.16
4.54
4.38
3.16
4.02
3.88
2.67
4.67
3.42

Return
3.80
3.95
3.30
3.81
3.71
4.24
4.33
3.39
3.58
4.58
3.98
4.59
3.79
4.21
4.07

Inv
5.11
4.24
4.36
5.21
4.57
5.21
5.12
4.63
4.13
6.24
4.90
5.88
5.53
4.36
5.81

The table shows the mean scores of risk perception, return potential and investment willingness for each chart (1 to 45), sorted by
group. Perceived risk (Risk) and return potential (Return) were measured on a scale from 1 (low) to 7 (high) and investment willingness
(Inv) from 1 (low) to 10 (high).

Figure 2: Mean Ratings of Risk perception in all groups.

Each bar represents the average score of risk perception of one price path. The bars are sorted in a descending order.

characteristics drive risk perception.

Result 1. Even with equal returns, the equal daily and monthly standard deviation, patterns of
price paths can be substantially different, which results in statistically significant differences in risk
perception between those price paths.

2.4

Discussion

The standard deviation of returns is a prominent risk measure, used by regulators, financial news
sources and asset pricing models. Our findings demonstrate that investor risk perception differs
between price paths with the same underlying returns, depending on their temporal patterns, even
holding monthly returns constant. Hence, the standard deviation is not necessarily a good predictor
of risk perception. This finding could either indicate that individuals do not perceive standard
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deviation as risk, or they perceive the standard deviation to be different among the displayed price
paths (Duxbury & Summers, 2018). Our findings are in line with prior studies that identify that most
individuals do not necessarily perceive standard deviation of returns as risk (Duxbury & Summers,
2004; Unser, 2000; Zeisberger, 2018; Holzmeister et al., 2019). Compared to previous studies on the
perception of risk in a price path setting (Duxbury & Summers, 2018; Grosshans & Zeisberger, 2018;
Mussweiler & Schneller, 2003; Nolte & Schneider, 2018; Raghubir & Das, 2009; Sobolev & Harvey,
2016), we test an extensive variety of different price paths while maintaining the standard deviation
of returns at a constant level. We contribute to the existing literature by letting individuals indicate
their perceived risk for randomized price patterns with equal starting and ending prices in each
group.
Even if individuals know that the objective risk is measured in terms of historical standard
deviation, it might be too complicated for them to extract this information from past price paths.
Limited information processing capacity is a possible explanation for our findings. Some individuals
process information solely in the provided format (here: asset prices) without modifying it to other
formats (Payne, Bettman, & Johnson, 1993). The differing focus of attention theory predicts that
equal information might not lead to equal decisions. Decisions rather depend on the context, the
salience and the judgment of the presented information. For instance, Glaser et al. (2019) find that
individuals have higher expectations if asked for the forecast in returns versus prices, while they have
lower expectations if they base their forecasts on return charts compared to price charts. Their results
reveal that individuals’ expectations are largely affected by the format in which the information is
presented, even though this information could be translated to other formats. Interestingly, Hanaki,
Hommes, Kopányi, and Tuinstra (2019) do not identify a similar effect when confronting subjects
with either return or price charts. However, they also find beliefs to be dependent on the format in
which they are elicited (prices vs. returns). Furthermore, Andreassen (1988) shows that displaying
only price-change information compared to additional price-level information leads to significantly
different investment decisions. Sobolev and Harvey (2016) identify that investor risk perception
is influenced by the format in which financial information is presented and that it is difficult for
individuals to judge volatility on the basis of price level information only. In line with this, Duxbury
and Summers (2018) find that the standard deviation of price patterns is not the only driver of
volatility and risk perception, but that price-based factors are better predictors. They identify
the mean absolute price change, the price range, the number of changes in direction, the standard
deviation of prices and the number of acceleration changes to be the main drivers of volatility
perception. They further demonstrate that volatility perception, even though it plays some role, is
not equal to risk perception and that the important factors in perceived risk are the mean absolute
change in prices, the range, the number of acceleration changes, the number of peaks and the
standard deviation of the natural logarithm of the return sequence. We find similar results in Study
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1. This might imply that when presented with price information, individuals are not able to extract
the underlying returns of the price sequence. Therefore, they do not recognize that the standard
deviation of returns is held constant among the presented price paths.
We limit the amount of available information by only displaying price paths without providing
additional disclosure. Prior studies have shown that individuals often suffer from limited attention
(Hirshleifer & Teoh, 2003; Peng & Xiong, 2006). Instead of regarding all available information, they
often use heuristics to determine which information to incorporate in their decisions (Gigerenzer
& Gaissmaier, 2011). In a price path setting, Nolte and Schneider (2018) show that individuals
use heuristics to assess the attractiveness of assets, by focusing on recent trends, deriving reference
points from salient points and focusing on losses. In their setting, perceived risk mainly depends on
the range of prices in the displayed price paths. We believe that the subjects in our study also focus
on salient features of the presented price paths instead of accounting for all available information
when assessing the asset’s risk, as identified by Duxbury and Summers (2018).
The strength of Study 1 is that all displayed price patterns are based on the exact same returns.
Additionally, monthly returns were held constant. At the same time, this method imposes limitations
on the variation in the underlying price path characteristics. To allow for greater flexibility, we give
up this restriction in Study 2. This enables us to study the price path related factors besides volatility
that potentially influence risk perception.

3

Study 2: The Role of Price Path Characteristics

Study 1 identified that volatility is insufficient to fully explain risk perception in a price path setting.
Our findings confirm the previous findings of Duxbury and Summers (2018) in a more realistic
setting, who show that the standard deviation of returns and its natural logarithm have one of the
weakest correlations with perceived risk. We now analyze which specific path-related characteristics
influence individuals’ assessment of risk, beliefs and consequently investment propensity. Due to
limited attention and cognitive abilities of individuals, we expect that salient features of price paths
are the main driver of perceptions and decisions in the presented setting. The salience of factors is
defined by their prominence and degree to which they contrast to other factors (Hirshleifer & Teoh,
2003). Salience of certain asset features, for example the purchase price, significantly influence
investment behavior (Frydman & Rangel, 2014).
In price paths, extreme elements possess a high salience as the contrast to the rest of the price
sequence is substantial. Raghubir and Das (2009) find that an increased run length of the underlying
return series which leads to more pronounced maximum and minimum prices increases perceived risk.
Additionally, beliefs and decisions are also affected by highs and lows in price patterns (Mussweiler
& Schneller, 2003). Price highs lead to heightened future return beliefs and higher investments
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compared to lows. We expect that individuals disproportionately focus on highs and lows due to the
salience of these features. Extreme events in price paths likely increase perceived risk and possibly
estimated return potential.
Similarly, large short-term crashes and recoveries in the price pattern possibly also attract
individuals’ attention, as they represent considerable changes in absolute values during the price
sequence (Duxbury & Summers, 2018). A crash emphasizes the loss potential of an investment as
many negative returns are clustered in a short sequence of time. The clustering of either positive
or negative returns in a short period of time is easily processable for individuals—they assess losses
faster compared to a scenario in which negative and positive returns alternate.
As mentioned earlier, we hypothesize that individuals, due to limited attention, use heuristics,
such as focusing on focal points and losses, when making investment decisions (Nolte & Schneider,
2018). We predict that individuals focus on recent developments in the price sequence, which is
represented by the right end of the price path. Other studies identify that not solely total returns
are important to individuals, but that the sequence in which they occurred matters. Loewenstein
and Prelec (1993) explain that people prefer improving sequences, even if the decreasing sequence has
a higher expected value. In line with this research, Grosshans and Zeisberger (2018) find that recent
trends in price paths significantly influence investor satisfaction, perceived risk and attractiveness
of an investment.
Focusing on losses is another heuristic that individuals might use. According to Kahneman and
Tversky (1979)’s prospect theory, individuals derive more harm from losses than satisfaction from
gains of equal magnitude. Similarly, individuals possibly perceive price paths that emphasize losses,
for example by moving below the initial value, as riskier than others. For defining losses, individuals
usually use a combination of the initial and the last price as reference point (Baucells et al., 2011).

3.1

Price Path Characteristics

Based on prior literature and investor heuristics (Duxbury & Summers, 2018; Nolte & Schneider,
2018), we develop eight price path-related variables. The variables are divided into three categories:
salient features, recent developments and focus on losses. We excluded other reasonable variable
candidates as they show high correlation (> 0.85) with our chosen ones. This includes price average
over the whole time horizon, the range of prices (MaxPrice - MinPrice) or the area in which
the price path is below the initial price (adding all price differences from the initial price if a
price is below the initial, hence related to DaysBelow100). The results or the fit of the model
of all analyses do not considerably change if we exchange single variables with these alternative
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ones.5 Furthermore, we control for two additional factors: TotalReturn, which is the total return
achieved over the displayed period and StDev, which is calculated based on the monthly annualized
standard deviation. Table 3 presents an overview and the definitions of the variables.
Table 3: Overview of price path variables.
Variable

Definition

Salient features
MaxPrice
MinPrice
MaxCrash
MaxRecovery

Maximum price within period
Minimum price within period
Maximum price decrease within 30 days
Maximum price increase within 30 days

Recent developments
3mthsTrend
DiffStDevHalves
DiffReturnHalves

Average price of the last month - average price of the 3rd last month
Monthly StD second half - monthly StD first half
Total return second half - total return first half

Focus on losses
DaysBelow100
Control factors

Number of days the chart moves below the initial price (e100)

TotalReturn
StDev

The return achieved during the entire displayed period
The monthly annualized standard deviation for the entire period

This table provides the variable names as well as the calculation for each of them.

To describe the salient features of price paths, we constructed four path-related variables. MaxPrice and MinPrice are defined as the maximum and the minimum price, respectively, in the price
sequence. These measures allow us to capture the highs and lows of a price series and the full range
of prices. MaxCrash and MaxRecovery are defined as the maximum (sudden) decrease and
increase in prices6 over the whole series within a short time frame of up to 30 trading days. We decided to fix the maximum calculation period at 30 days, as price changes over longer periods cannot
be characterized as pronounced crash or recovery, but rather as upward or downward trends.7
We created three variables to cover recent developments in price paths to capture recency effects.
The variable 3mthsTrend is calculated by subtracting the average price in the 3rd last month from
the average price of the last month. The purpose of this measure is to test individuals’ focus on
recent developments in the price path. We used this technique to incorporate underlying trends in
5

6
7

For instance, if we exchange DaysBelow100 with the absolute mean of the price sequence, which exhibit a high
correlation with each other (> 0.9), the adjusted R2 decreases. Therefore, we decide to keep DaysBelow100 in
the model.
We also checked using returns instead of prices. This leads to very similar results.
As a robustness check we also used 20 and 40 days instead of 30 as alternatives. We do find no fundamental
differences in our results.
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the last three months of the price path.8 Additionally, we created the variables DiffStDevHalves
and DiffReturnHalves. They measure the effect of differences in monthly standard deviations
and return in the second minus the first half of the price path. These variables are used to measure
recency effects. They capture the trend of the underlying volatility and return of the price sequence.
We further expect that investors might focus on losses in price paths. One variable that visualizes losses—in absolute values—is DaysBelow100. DaysBelow100 counts the number of days on
which the price path moves below the initial value of e100. This measure is easily understandable
for individual investors, as losses are emphasized and captured in a salient way (and easier to detect
compared to, for example, number of days with negative return).

3.2

Price Path Construction

Similarly to Study 1, we used a return series of 252 returns with a total return of 10% and an
annualized standard deviation of 20.6%, based on real stock market data (AEX; the Dutch large cap
index). This time we drew 252 returns with replacement, thereby allowing for differences in total
returns and standard deviations of the price paths. Multicollinearity is an issue with respect to our
analysis and the explanatory variables. As a solution, we created a sufficiently large number of price
paths to then automatically select subsets of price paths exhibiting low correlation between price
path characteristics. This was achieved by addressing the highest correlations and subsequently selecting a subset of 50 price charts for which the highest correlations were minimized and then address
the next highest correlations. In the end, these subsets were merged and controlled for correlations,
subsequently resulting in 88 price paths displaying enough variation and possessing acceptable correlations between price path variables. Ultimately, these 88 price paths with sufficiently low variance
inflation factors allow us to perform the analyses to answer our research question. In the used price
paths the strongest correlation is between MinPrice and DaysBelow100 with -0.736, followed by
MaxRecovery and StDev with 0.603 (the cross correlations between all variables are given in
Table 9 in Appendix C). We refrained from depressing correlations even further in order to maintain
a realistic, randomly created sample of price paths.
All price paths in this experiment had an identical overall design (grid, x -axis, y-axis), which
was similar to the price paths of Study 1.9 All price paths are displayed in Appendix C. They had
the same initial value of e100, but the ending values depended on the drawn returns. The price
scale ranged from e75 to e135 and was the same for all paths. To test the sensitivity of our study
8

9

Instead of using average prices over a period of time, it would have also been possible to use prices at specific
time points to calculate a change in levels. However, using a specific price at time t to determine the trend might
result in not capturing the trend appropriately, due to single-day outliers of the underlying trend.
Due to a programming mistake, the time axis was set to 9 instead of 12 months. The full time series was shown,
however, it appeared as if it only came from the last 9 months instead of 12 months. The design of the charts
is besides that identical to Study 1. As the time horizon was constant for all displayed price paths, we do not
expect that this influenced our results. Furthermore, we ran a robustness checks with regard the calculation of
potentially time-problematic variables such as 3mthsTrend which did not yield changes in the overall result.
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design and results with respect to shifts in the price axis (scaling effects), we included two additional
charts, in which the price scale was adjusted by e10 to either higher (ranging from e85 to e145)
or lower (from e65 to e125) prices, shifting the price paths up or down, respectively. The results
of these additional tests show that our findings are relatively robust to shifts in scale.10

3.3

Experimental Procedure

The experimental procedure generally was kept similar to Study 1, except involving a more experienced subject pool to address possible concerns about lacking investor experience and external validity. A major financial regulation authority—the Dutch Authority of Financial Markets (AFM)—
provided us access to a panel of individuals with relatively high financial literacy and investment
experience. 613 individuals participated in July 2018 with an average age of 62 years, 14% of
them were female and 84% indicated that they currently invest or previously invested in financial
products. 84% and 73% of the participants self-reported that they possess a better-than-average
statistical and financial knowledge, respectively, compared to the national population. Our participant pool represents individuals who have an interest in financial matters. Compared to Study
1, in which most participants did not have investment experience, the subjects in Study 2 possess
much experience and are probably more familiar with financial assets’ historical price paths. Our
basic insights of Study 1 also hold for this new participant pool. As an example, Appendix D shows
a comparison between two charts in Study 2 with the same total return and annualized monthly
standard deviation, but significantly different average risk perception.
After an introduction, the participants were randomly shown up to nine out of 9011 different
price paths and had to indicate their perceived risk (1-10, ranging from low to high), the estimated
future return on a scale from -30% to 30% and their willingness to invest (% of e10,000). The survey
finished with questions about participants’ statistical knowledge and prior investment experience.
It can be found in the Appendix.12
Each price path and the corresponding questions were displayed on a new page. Again, we
randomized the order of the shown paths to eliminate potential order effects. The survey was
conducted online and took approximately 10 to 15 minutes to finish. Due to the subjective nature of
the answers for risk perception and consistent with our arguments in Study 1, we decided to refrain
from using monetary incentives.
10
11

12

The perceived risk changes by only 0.18 points, return estimates by 0.6 pp and the investment propensity by
2.26 pp. A Mann-Whitney U test reveals that these differences are not statistically significant.
As part of the research collaboration with the financial regulator, we conducted a related price path project,
which increased the total pool of price paths to 125. The design of all presented charts was identical. As these
observations as well as the two charts used for the scaling robustness check were excluded from our analysis of
the presented study, we were left with 3,883 observations in total.
Most demographic details were already known from registration to the consumer panel and hence we did not
need to include them in our survey.
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3.4

Results

3.4.1

Risk Perception

We start our analysis with the effect of price path characteristics on investor risk perception and
report standardized odds ratios to analyze the relative importance of different influence factors.
Table 4 ranks the variables according to the magnitude of their influence (standardized Odds ratios,
where a level of 1 means no effect). Overall, the salient features of price paths appear to be the
main drivers of perceived risk. MaxPrice of the series depicts the largest influence on investor
risk perception, followed by TotalReturn and MinPrice.13 This is an interesting finding since
the total return should, if anything, influence return beliefs rather than risk perception. It appears
that investors’ assessment of financial risk is also largely influenced by total returns. Apparently,
investors believe that investments with high past returns are less risky, which is in line with research
by Shefrin (2001). Prior research has shown that individuals largely focus on prior returns (Choi
et al., 2010; Sirri & Tufano, 1998). Our results suggest that this is partly driven through this risk
perception channel.
Other price path characteristics have considerably lower relative impact. Price paths containing
a crash in the price in a short interval of time are perceived to be riskier, while paths with a recovery appear to have no statistically significant influence on investor risk perception. This finding
suggests that severe downward movements have a larger impact on risk perception compared to
upward changes in prices, indicating the one-sided notion of risk. Most recent price developments
(3mthsTrend) and the focus on losses in price paths also play a role, albeit to a lesser extent than
salient features. StDev exhibits statistical significance as well (in the expected direction), however,
the magnitude of the effect is weaker compared to TotalReturn and other price-based factors.14

Result 2. Price path characteristics, in particular salient features, significantly influence investor
risk perception. Highs, lows and total return are the most important factors for individuals’ perception of risk.
3.4.2

Return Estimates

Next to risk (perception), beliefs about future returns are another important element in investment
decision-making. Our analysis reveals that return estimates depend on three of the tested variables:
13

14

The average perceived risk of price paths of the three groups (–5%, 0% and 5%) was not different in Study 1.
However, this might be driven by other price path factors in Study 1 that we did not control for in the chart
creation process and cannot be attributed to TotalReturn.
Duxbury and Summers (2018) find that price volatility is better at explaining risk perception than return volatility. To test this finding in our study, we replace return volatility with price-based volatility in an alternative
analysis (inclusion of both at the same time leads to multicollinearity issues due to high correlation). As the fit
of this alternative model including price volatility decreases compared to the model using return volatility, but
the relationship of the other factors barely change, we use the estimation model including return volatility.
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Table 4: The Effect of Price Path Characteristics on Risk Perception.

MaxPrice
TotalReturn
MinPrice
MaxCrash
DiffReturnHalves
StDev
3mthsTrend
DaysBelow100
DiffStDevHalves
MaxRecovery
N
Pseudo R2
Subject Fixed-Effects
Control Variables

Dependent variable: RiskPerception
β
Odds ratio
Std. Odds ratio
0.056***
1.057***
1.528***
(0.008)
-0.073***
0.930***
0.547***
(0.007)
-0.082***
0.921***
0.592***
(0.010)
0.062***
1.064***
1.233***
(0.013)
0.011***
1.011***
1.259***
(0.003)
0.041***
1.042***
1.192***
(0.011)
0.023***
1.023***
1.188***
(0.006)
-0.002***
0.998***
0.864***
(0.001)
0.015***
1.015***
1.097***
(0.006)
0.005
1.005
1.019
(0.014)
3,883
3,883
3,883
0.179
0.179
0.179
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

Ordered logistic regression model. Standard errors in parentheses * p < 0.1; ** p < 0.05; *** p < 0.01. We
apply subject-fixed effects and display the coefficient beta, odds ratios as well as fully standardized odds
ratio to directly compare the effect size between different variables. TotalReturn: the percentage of return
over the entire period; MinPrice: the minimum price; MaxPrice: the maximum price; DiffReturnHalves:
the difference in return (%) in the second and the first half of the time period; MaxCrash: the maximum
(sudden) price decrease in a 30 days rolling window; MaxRecovery: the maximum (sudden) price increase
in a 30 days rolling window; StDev: annualized monthly standard deviation; 3mthsTrend: the difference
in the average price in the last and third last month; DaysBelow100: the number of days the price paths
moves below e100; DiffStDevHalves: the difference in standard deviation (%) in the second and first half
of the time period.

TotalReturn, DiffReturnHalves and 3mthsTrend. These factors are historical return measures. Salient risk features, the monthly annualized standard deviation of returns and focus on losses
appear to play no significant role in estimating future returns. Table 5 presents the results of the
statistical analysis.
The strongest predictor of return beliefs is TotalReturn. A higher total return leads to increased expectations about future returns. This finding is in line with prior research that individuals
chase returns and exhibit trend continuation beliefs (Sirri & Tufano, 1998; Choi et al., 2010; Diacon
& Hasseldine, 2007). Our results can explain these findings via the belief channel. They indicate
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Table 5: The Effect of Price Path Characteristics on Return estimates.

TotalReturn
DiffReturnHalves
3mthsTrend
StDev
MaxPrice
DaysBelow100
MinPrice
DiffStDevHalves
MaxRecovery
MaxCrash
cons
N
Pseudo R2
Subject Fixed-Effects
Control Variables

Dependent variable: ReturnEstimate
β
Std. β
0.360***
0.095***
(0.023)
-0.029***
-0.018***
(0.008)
-0.076***
-0.018***
(0.018)
-0.062*
-0.008*
(0.035)
0.030
0.007
(0.026)
0.002
0.005
(0.002)
-0.016
-0.003
(0.029)
-0.016
-0.003
(0.017)
-0.020
-0.002
(0.044)
0.011
0.001
(0.040)
17.547
(14.827)
3,883
3,883
0.091
0.091
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

Tobit regression with lower limit of -30% and upper limit of 30%. Standard errors in parentheses * p
< 0.1; ** p < 0.05; *** p < 0.01. We apply subject-fixed effects and display the coefficient beta as well
as standardized betas to directly compare the effect size between different variables. TotalReturn: the
percentage of return over the entire period; MinPrice: the minimum price; MaxPrice: the maximum
price; DiffReturnHalves: the difference in return (%) in the second and the first half of the time period; MaxCrash: the maximum (sudden) price decrease in a 30 days rolling window; MaxRecovery: the
maximum (sudden) price increase in a 30 days rolling window; StDev: annualized monthly standard
deviation; 3mthsTrend: the difference in the average price in the last and third last month; DaysBelow100: the number of days the price paths moves below e100; DiffStDevHalves: the difference in
standard deviation (%) in the second and first half of the time period.

that participants in the survey experiment are also influenced by historical performance.15 They see
past performance as an indicator for future returns.
To a much weaker degree, return expectations are further influenced by the DiffReturnHalves as well as 3mthsTrend. These findings indicate that more recent developments in the
price path are important in individuals’ belief formation. If there is a positive trend at the end of
the price sequence, individuals expect lower future returns.

15

One might argue that our participants can expect to be influenced by past performance, as we only display price
paths and no additional information. While we do not want to overplay our findings, previous literature has
indicated the importance of visual price paths and it is interesting to observe that our individuals mainly care
about the total return and only to a much lesser extent to other price path characteristics.
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Result 3. Return estimates are largely influenced by the overall past total return.
3.4.3

Investment Propensity

In this subsection, we address investment propensity, which should be the result of risk-return
considerations. We test two models, one which solely includes price path characteristics and another
one which additionally includes the self-reported return estimates and risk perception, as the latter
two variables are important predictors of investment decision-making and could act as mediators for
chart characteristics. Table 6 presents the findings of the two estimation models.
The results in Table 6 reveal that MaxPrice and MaxRecovery directly influence individuals’
investment propensity. More extreme highs increase investment propensity, while higher recoveries
lead to lower willingness to invest. Interestingly, those salient elements that emphasize the downward
potential, such as lows and crashes are found to be no significant predictors of investment propensity.
TotalReturn is the strongest predictor of investment propensity in the model excluding risk
perception and return estimate. It has an indirect impact by altering risk perception and return
estimates and directly influences investment propensity. As expected, the higher the historical return
of the path, the higher the willingness to invest in the asset.
If ReturnEstimate and RiskPerception are included in the model, they turn out to be
the strongest predictors for investment propensity. The fit of the model (measured by the pseudo
R2 ) increases compared to the previous estimation model. Both variables have the expected sign
and are statistically significant. Including these variables leads to a weaker effect for TotalReturn, DiffReturnHalves and StDev, indicating a partial mediator relationship16 , while the
effect of MaxPrice increases and the one of MaxRecovery remains nearly constant, so that
RiskPerception and ReturnEstimates do not act as mediators for these variables. Moreover,
other factors, such as DaysBelow100 and MinPrice exhibit statistical significance. Even though
many price path related variables do not directly influence the investment propensity, they influence
risk perception and return estimates and therefore exhibit an indirect effect on investment propensity.

Result 4. Investment propensity is directly influenced by highs, recoveries and total return. Risk
perception and return estimates are the strongest determinants of investment propensity.

3.5

Robustness Checks

3.5.1

Participants’ Personal Characteristics

We have deliberately sampled individual respondents with above average financial knowledge. Still, a
possible concern could be that our findings only apply to individuals with particular characteristics.
16

A formal analysis of the mediator relationship is presented in Appendix E.
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Table 6: The Effect of Price Path Characteristics on Investment Propensity.
Dependent variable: InvestmentPropensity
Std. β
β
Std. β
1.220***
0.050***
(0.039)
-3.314***
-0.036***
(0.153)
0.195***
0.001**
0.233***
0.010***
(0.080)
(0.059)
-0.003
-0.001
-0.012*
-0.005*
(0.008)
(0.006)
0.883***
0.028***
0.285***
0.002***
(0.072)
(0.055)
-0.338***
-0.005***
-0.319***
-0.002***
(0.138)
(0.105)
0.026
0.001
0.073
0.002
(0.055)
(0.094)
-0.084
-0.002
0.045
0.002
(0.055)
(0.041)
-0.064***
-0.005***
-0.010
-0.001
(0.025)
(0.018)
-0.257***
-0.004***
-0.137
-0.001
(0.110)
(0.083)
-0.131
-0.000
0.044
0.001
(0.126)
(0.093)
0.012
0.000
-0.189**
-0.001**
(0.092)
(0.068)
-25.993
1.147
(43.732)
(36.996)
3,883
3,883
3,883
3,883
0.127
0.127
0.170
0.170
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
β

ReturnEstimate
RiskPerception
MaxPrice
DaysBelow100
TotalReturn
MaxRecovery
DiffStDevHalves
3mthsTrend
DiffReturnHalves
StDev
MaxCrash
MinPrice
cons
N
Pseudo R2
Subject Fixed-Effects
Control Variables

Tobit regression with lower limit 0% and upper limit 100%. Standard errors in parentheses * p < 0.1; ** p <
0.05; *** p < 0.01. We apply subject-fixed effects and display the coefficient beta as well as standardized betas to
directly compare the effect size between different variables. TotalReturn: the percentage of return over the entire
period; MinPrice: the minimum price; MaxPrice: the maximum price; DiffReturnHalves: the difference in return
(%) in the second and the first half of the time period; MaxCrash: the maximum (sudden) price decrease in a 30
days rolling window; MaxRecovery: the maximum (sudden) price increase in a 30 days rolling window; StDev:
annualized monthly standard deviation; 3mthsTrend: the difference in the average price in the last and third last
month; DaysBelow100: the number of days the price paths moves below e100; DiffStDevHalves: the difference in
standard deviation (%) in the second and first half of the time period.

For instance, results could be driven by a subset of individuals with (relatively) poor financial
experience. In this subsection, we rerun our analyses and exclude specific observations to test if our
findings apply to certain demographic and socio-economic groups exclusively.
Financial literacy Participants indicated their self-assessed financial knowledge on a scale from
1 (much lower) to 5 (much higher) compared to the average population. According to Bailey,
Kumar, and Ng (2011), less sophisticated investors make significantly different investment decisions
regarding mutual funds than those with a high degree of financial knowledge. Some behavioral
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Table 7: Comparing the original estimation model (I) to a model including only high
(II) and low financial literate participants (III).

MaxPrice
TotalReturn
MinPrice
MaxCrash
DiffReturnHalves
StDev
3mthsTrend
DaysBelow100
DiffStDevHalves
MaxRecovery
N
Pseudo R2
Subject Fixed-Effects
Control Variables

Dependent variable: RiskPerception
I (original)
II (high fin. lit.) III (low fin. lit.)
1.528***
1.938***
1.567***
0.592***
0.477***
0.586***
0.596***
0.543***
0.716***
1.233***
1.116
1.233**
1.259***
1.217***
1.123
1.192***
1.204*
1.151
1.188***
1.371***
1.105
0.864***
0.840
1.283**
1.097***
1.280***
0.946
1.019
1.271**
0.920
3,883
944
1,061
0.179
0.235
0.168
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

We report fully standardized odds ratios. * p < 0.1; ** p < 0.05; *** p < 0.01. We apply subject-fixed
effects. On a self-asssessed scale from 1 to 5, high financial literacy is obtained when the score was 5, low
financial literacy was 3 and below. TotalReturn: the percentage of return over the entire period; MinPrice:
the minimum price; MaxPrice: the maximum price; DiffReturnHalves: the difference in return (%) in the
second and the first half of the time period; MaxCrash: the maximum (sudden) price decrease in a 30 days
rolling window; MaxRecovery: the maximum (sudden) price increase in a 30 days rolling window; StDev:
annualized monthly standard deviation; 3mthsTrend: the difference in the average price in the last and
third last month; DaysBelow100: the number of days the price paths moves below e100; DiffStDevHalves:
the difference in standard deviation (%) in the second and first half of the time period.

biases might be eliminated for sophisticated individuals with trading experience (Feng & Seasholes,
2005). Van Rooij, Lusardi, and Alessie (2011) identify that individuals with a low degree of financial
literacy rarely invest in stock markets. We ran two additional analyses. The first one excluded
any participant who indicated a score of lower than 5, which leaves us with 24.31% of the original
sample. We are left with a sub sample of only highly (self-stated) financially literate individuals.
A second analysis focuses on low financially literate subjects. Low financial literacy is defined as
subjects having a score of 3 or less (27.32% of the entire sample). Participants who indicated their
financial literacy to be a 4 on the scale were excluded from the analysis to achieve a median split as
much as possible. Table 7 illustrates the results of this analysis.
Compared to the original analysis (I) in which we included all participants, the results hardly
change when including solely very high financial knowledgeable participants (II) or low financial literate participants (III) with regard to the three most important influence factors. The relationship
of the price path characteristics are equal in direction and comparable in magnitude to the original
analysis, although some significance levels change. Interestingly, low financially literate participants
appear to focus more on loss-related variables, as shown by the significance of the factors MaxCrash and DaysBelow100. This implies that low financially literate subjects tend to focus more
on salient losses compared to high financially literate individuals. In contrast, highly financially
literate subjects are significantly influenced by trend measures such as 3MthsTrend and DiffSt-
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DevHalves. We conclude that our findings are likely robust to the degree of financial literacy of
subjects and therefore more deeply rooted in investor psychology.
Investment experience

A possible concern is that self-assessed financial literacy measures might

be biased. Therefore, we repeat the prior analysis by dividing the sample according to different
degrees of investment experience. It is possible that trading behavior changes with experience
(Nicolosi, Peng, & Zhu, 2009). We excluded participants who stated to have no prior investment
experience (97 participants, 15.8% of all participants). The results of this analysis in Table 13
(Appendix F) indicate that there are no considerable differences. We can conclude that the effect of
price path characteristics on individuals’ risk perception does not depend on investment experience
(and acknowledge that our sample consists mostly of investors).
Understanding

As a final robustness check we aim to guarantee that our results are robust with

respect to respondents’ understanding of the survey. At the end, we asked participants to indicate
if they agree with the following statement: ”The questions in this survey were clear”, on a scale
from totally agree to totally disagree. Prior research has shown that individuals invest more if they
feel more competent about the provided information (Graham, Harvey, & Huang, 2009). We repeat
our analysis while excluding those participants who did not understand the survey well (answers:
”do not agree, do not disagree”, ”disagree” and ”totally disagree”; 168 participants, 27.4%). The
results can be found in Table 14 in Appendix F. For most variables, we find a similar magnitude
of the relationship with risk perception. Coefficients and statistical significance levels stay largely
constant.
3.5.2

Elicitation Method

Likert scales are a method to measure subjective variables such as perception. However, a potential
pitfall is that answers might be harder to interpret. Therefore, we repeated our study implementing
a different elicitation method. We presented pairs of the same 88 created price paths used in Study 2
to 575 economics students at Radboud University and let them rate which price path of the displayed
pair they perceived to be riskier. Each participant was presented with 20 of such pairs. A matching
procedure ensured that all price paths were paired with each other at least once. Furthermore, we
randomized the position (left or right) in which the price paths were shown on the screen.
When deciding which of the two price paths was riskier, participants could choose that one
path is much riskier, riskier, slightly riskier or equal in risk compared to the other. Based on these
data, we allocated points for each answer. If the paths were perceived to be equally risky, both
paths received zero points. If one path was rated to be slightly riskier, one point was added to a
score, two points, if it was perceived to be riskier and three, if it was perceived to be much riskier.
This process leads to a total score of RiskPoints. The higher the score, the higher the perceived
20
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Table 8: Comparing the original estimation model to the direct choices method.
Dependent variable
TotalReturn
MinPrice
MaxPrice
MaxCrash
StDev
DiffReturnHalves
3mthsTrend
DaysBelow100
DiffStDevHalves
MaxRecovery
cons
N
Adjusted R2
Subject Fixed-Effects

Original model
RiskPerception
-0.053***
(0.006)
-0.064***
(0.008)
0.040***
(0.007)
0.045***
(0.011)
0.036***
(0.010)
0.007***
(0.002)
0.016***
(0.005)
-0.001*
(0.001)
0.029**
(0.013)
-0.006
(0.013)
5.824***
(1.317)
3,883
0.411
Yes

Direct choices
RiskPoints
-1.174***
(0.273)
-3.395***
(0.344)
2.142***
(0.300)
1.260***
(0.474)
0.911**
(0.427)
0.164*
(0.094)
1.137***
(0.208)
-0.130***
(0.030)
1.352**
(0.480)
0.695
(0.535)
66.917
(50.970)
88
0.886
N.A.

OLS regression analyses used to directly compare the two models. Standard errors in parentheses *
p < 0.1; ** p < 0.05; *** p < 0.01. We apply subject-fixed effects to the original model and display
the coefficient beta. TotalReturn: the percentage of return over the entire period; MinPrice: the
minimum price; MaxPrice: the maximum price; DiffReturnHalves: the difference in return (%) in
the second and the first half of the time period; MaxCrash: the maximum (sudden) price decrease in
a 30 days rolling window; MaxRecovery: the maximum (sudden) price increase in a 30 days rolling
window; StDev: annualized monthly standard deviation; 3mthsTrend: the difference in the average
price in the last and third last month; DaysBelow100: the number of days the price paths moves below
e100; DiffStDevHalves: the difference in standard deviation (%) in the second and first half of the
time period.

riskiness of the particular price path compared to other price paths. Each price path received a
score of RiskPoints. RiskPoints was used as the dependent variable in this model, thus pooling
on the level of the price path (N = 88). Table 8 illustrates the results of this analysis and compares
it to our original one.17
The results indicate that the direction and significance of most factors is comparable between the
original model and the model using RiskPoints. The relative magnitude of each factor is similar
between both models. Due to the different elicitation methods and the units of the dependent
variables, it is hard to directly compare the effect sizes of each factor.
17

A simpler specification, in which we added one point to the path that was perceived riskier, without accounting
for the magnitude of perception differences, leads to qualitatively the same results.
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3.6

Discussion

Study 2 presents evidence on the influence of price path characteristics on investor risk perception,
belief formation and investment propensity. We divided the tested variables ex-ante into three
different categories: salient features, recent developments and focusing on losses. Our analysis reveals
that particularly salient features and total return are the main drivers of individuals’ assessment of
risk, while recent developments, focusing on losses and standard deviation appear to play a more
ancillary role. In belief formation, the past overall total return is the most pronounced influence
factor. Investment propensity largely depends on perceived risk and return estimates, but is also
directly altered by salient price path features and total returns.
The large impact of salient features on perceived risk is also found in prior research, such as the
effect of extreme highs and lows (Raghubir & Das, 2009; Sobolev & Harvey, 2016) or of price-based
factors such as the number of peaks (Duxbury & Summers, 2018). The high contrast between one
point of the sequence and the rest of the price path attracts attention (Hirshleifer & Teoh, 2003).
Individuals focus especially on information that appears to be vivid (Kahneman & Egan, 2011),
such as extreme points in a price path, so that they assign higher weights to these elements when
they face a decision. Andreassen (1988) finds that the trading volume exponentially increases in
times of extreme changes in stock prices. In our survey experiment, we show that participants
mainly focus on the salient elements, in particular, large price differences when they are asked how
risky they perceive the price path to be and also adjust their investment propensity. This is in line
with the findings of Duxbury and Summers (2018), who identify that price-based features predict
volatility and risk perception more accurately than measures of price and return standard deviation.
Grosshans and Zeisberger (2018) and Nolte and Schneider (2018) confirm these results by identifying
that shapes with salient elements, such as highs or lows, have an impact on how attractive investors
judge the investment to be. Generally, Choi et al. (2010) document return-chasing behavior of
investors, which we confirm in our setting via the significant role of TotalReturn.
The research that is closest related to ours is the study of chart characteristics conducted by
Duxbury and Summers (2018). For irregular price sequences, Duxbury and Summers (2018) find that
investor risk perception is mainly influenced by the standard deviation of prices (StDev), the number
of acceleration changes over the price sequence (NumAccelChg) and the number of observations in
the extremes of the price sequence (Outside10pct). This is mostly in line with our findings. We
also show that particularly extreme points in the price sequence are driving investor risk perception.
Importantly, they show that volatility perception is not equal to risk perception, what our findings
confirm.
Recent developments in the price sequence are influential factors in the assessment of risk. This
leads to the conclusion that both lay and sophisticated investors focus on recent developments.
Both the focus on salient elements as well as recent elements illustrate that subjects, due to limited
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attention capabilities, solely focus on particular factors within the price path setting instead of all
available information (Gigerenzer & Gaissmaier, 2011; Hirshleifer & Teoh, 2003).
According to Choi et al. (2010), investors exhibit return-chasing behavior. They mainly focus
on past performance information, while neglecting other important information, such as fees. Our
results indicate that individuals use historical performance and recent trends in the price path when
forming beliefs about future returns, which might be expected, but also when they assess the risk
of a financial asset. Therefore, past performance appears to be one of the strongest predictors of
investor behavior. We find that subjects exhibit a belief in short-term mean reversion (Poterba &
Summers, 1988), as they expect a negative future return if the latest return was positive, which
is quite surprising in light of other recent studies find trend extrapolation (Greenwood & Shleifer,
2014). In contrast to our study, the study by Greenwood and Shleifer (2014) relies on real stock
market forecasts, which gives individuals a longer information horizon on which they can base their
forecasts. This intersects more with our finding that a positive overall total return leads to positive
return beliefs. Our findings are in line with those of Mussweiler and Schneller (2003). Other price
path-related factors appear to only play a minor role in estimates about the future return.
Overall, investment propensity is mainly influenced by perceived risk and beliefs. This confirms
our expectations because both components are fundamental parts of investing. Salient price path
characteristics indirectly and partly directly influence investment decision-making.

4

Conclusion

Although a series of studies investigate the influence of investment information presentation formats
on risk perception and financial decision-making, only a few use the dominant presentation method in
finance in form of price paths (Duxbury & Summers, 2018; Grosshans & Zeisberger, 2018; Mussweiler
& Schneller, 2003; Nolte & Schneider, 2018; Raghubir & Das, 2009; Sobolev & Harvey, 2016).
The present paper extends the current literature by providing a detailed analysis of price path
characteristics that influence investor risk perception, return beliefs and consequently investment
propensity. We do so by analyzing a large variety of different price paths with realistic design,
thereby increasing external validity. Using a series of survey experiments enables us to identify
characteristics that influence investor perception and intentions, while avoiding interactions with
several—partly unobservable—factors, such as market conditions and firm-specific news.
The findings of Study 1 corroborate previous hypotheses that the standard deviation of returns,
although having explanatory power to a certain degree, cannot fully explain investor risk perception
in a price path setting. Our results are line with studies of Duxbury and Summers (2018), Nolte
and Schneider (2018) and Grosshans and Zeisberger (2018), however we provide a holistic analysis
of realistic price paths, including a large variety of the return sequences.
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In Study 2, we identify price path characteristics which have an influence on investor risk perception. We find that in particular those features that are salient, namely price highs, lows and
short-term crashes, are the main drivers of investors’ perceived risk. Generally speaking, individuals
focus strongly on large differences in long-term prices (not necessarily short-term returns), as previously identified by Duxbury and Summers (2018). Interestingly, also the overall performance of a
financial asset substantially affects the risk perception of investors. Furthermore, the total return is
the main driver for price belief formation, indicating return-chasing behavior (Choi et al., 2010). In
addition, individuals extrapolate recent price trends, such as the price trend within the last three
months of the displayed price path. Lastly, we find investment intentions to be mainly driven by
perceived risk and expected return, as suggested by theory. Our analysis reveals that the effect
of price path characteristics, such as salient features or recent price developments, on investment
propensity is partially mediated by return estimates and risk perception.
Our conclusions seem to hold for a well-experienced investor participant tool as well as for
young economics and business students that are trained to use the standard deviation of returns as
a measure of risk. We also find evidence for the one-sided notion of risk in the price paths setting.
Frequently, downside measures, such as the price minimum and short-term price crashes, have higher
relative impacts than their positive counterparts.
Next to extending previous research, our study has important implications in different domains.
Depending on the pattern of past price paths, investment propensity can significantly differ. By
changing the displayed time horizon, price paths can easily be manipulated to create a favorable
pattern to increase sales of an investment product. Therefore, it should be plausible for financial
regulators to specify guidelines about the required time horizon when displaying price paths as
recently happened in Israel (Shaton, 2017). If all providers are required to provide a specified time
horizon, past price patterns cannot be altered easily. Note that in our experimental study, we solely
display one particular time frame to focus on one particular price path at a time, while in practice,
it is often the case that multiple price paths of different time frames can be chosen from, with one
being the default. Gerhard et al. (2017) show that individuals often do not opt out of the default,
thereby creating a considerable impact of the default price path on individual investment behavior.
However, this effect might be mitigated for those who decide to opt out of the displayed default.
Additionally, our findings provide evidence that return-chasing behavior is not the sole driver
of investment behavior. There are other price path related elements which can strongly influence
perception, beliefs and consequently investment propensity. Return-chasing behavior does not seem
to be limited by the belief channel (forecasts are higher for past high performing assets), but is also
present in the risk perception channel. Risk perception is mainly affected by past performance.
We suggest different ways to extend our research. One way is to analyze empirical data on
buying decisions of actual investors or traders. Challenging, this requires some assumptions on the
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relevant time frame the investors use when making their investment decisions. Of course, this limits
such an analysis to quite some extent, which is why we ultimately used an experimental approach
that solves a number of related issues as we could control the time frame that was visible. Second,
one can analyze selling decisions. There is not yet an in-depth analysis on selling decisions when
faced with price paths, thus extending Nolte and Schneider (2018) and Grosshans and Zeisberger
(2018).
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A
A.1

Appendix
Price paths Study 1
Figure 3: Chart used in Group 1.
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Figure 4: Chart used in Group 2.
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Figure 5: Chart used in Group 3.
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A.2

Survey Study 1

Introduction

Welcome! Thank you for participating in this survey about investment behavior

and risk perception. It is important that you use a desktop computer or notebook, NOT a cell
phone. In the first part, six hypothetical investment opportunities are presented to you. You are
asked to indicate how risky you perceive the investment opportunity to be. You also need to give
an estimate of the return potential of the displayed investment opportunity and your willingness to
invest. In the second part, some general questions will follow.

Figure 6: Chart used in Study 1.
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Example of six choices
General Questions Please indicate which features/characteristics of a stock chart affect how
risky you perceive it to be.

Do you currently invest money in stocks, bonds, mutual funds or other financial instruments?
1. Yes
2. Not currently, but I used to invest
3. No

You indicated that you are currently investing or used to invest. Please specify your financial
investments:
1. Stocks
2. Bonds
3. Mutual funds
4. Other

How do you rate your own investment experience, compared to the average population?
1. Much lower
2. Slightly lower
3. About the same
4. Slightly higher
5. Much higher

How do you rate your own statistical knowledge, compared to the average population?
1. Much lower
2. Slightly lower
3. About the same
4. Slightly higher
5. Much higher

How do you rate your own financial knowledge, compared to the average population?
1. Much lower
34
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2. Slightly lower
3. About the same
4. Slightly higher
5. Much higher

On a scale of 1 to 10, how willing are you to take financial risks?

What is your gender?
1. Male
2. Female

I did understand the questions in this survey very well.
1. Totally disagree
2. Slightly disagree
3. Neutral
4. Slightly agree
5. Totally agree
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B

Appendix
Figure 7: Pairwise comparisons Group 1.

Figure 8: Pairwise comparisons Group 2.
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Figure 9: Pairwise comparisons Group 3.
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C
C.1

Appendix
Price paths Study 2
Figure 10: Price paths 1-15 Study 2.
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Figure 11: Price paths 16-30 Study 2.
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Figure 12: Price paths 31-45 Study 2.
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Figure 13: Price paths 46-60 Study 2.
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Figure 14: Price paths 61-75 Study 2.
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Figure 15: Price paths 75-88 Study 2.
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C.2

Correlation Price Path Characteristics
Table 9: Cross-correlation table

Variables
1. TotalReturn
2. PriceMax
3. StDev
4. PriceMin
5. DaysBelow100
6. 3MthsTrend
7. MaxCrash
8. DiffStDevHalves
9. MaxRecovery
10. DiffReturnHalves

1
1.000
0.520
-0.002
0.197
-0.397
0.308
-0.184
0.077
0.329
-0.264

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

1.000
0.216
0.229
-0.568
-0.208
0.387
0.101
0.562
0.247

1.000
-0.508
0.181
0.144
0.476
0.029
0.603
-0.170

1.000
-0.736
-0.378
-0.159
0.004
-0.234
0.542

1.000
0.356
-0.077
-0.089
-0.070
-0.538

1.000
-0.165
0.071
0.109
-0.467

1.000
0.135
0.351
0.233

1.000
-0.135
0.052

1.000
-0.130

1.000

The table shows the correlation between price path characteristics in Study 2.
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C.3

Survey Study 2

Introduction

T ranslation: Welcome! Thank you for participating in this survey about invest-

ment behavior and risk perception. Ten different price charts will be shown to you during this survey.
To ensure that they are displayed correctly, we kindly ask you to use either a desktop computer or
a notebook, but preferably not a smartphone. The share prices you are presented are partly from
real shares of large Dutch companies, but we do not mention names. All graphs are indexed to 100,
so the price starts at 100.
For each of these investment options we ask you to indicate: 1. How risky the investment is
according to you. 2. The expected return on the investment over the next 12 months (even if you
do not know the specific company). 3. Your willingness to invest in the share in question. It does
not matter whether you actually invest in shares or not, the questions can be answered by everyone.

Figure 16: Chart used in Study 2.
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Example of ten choices

Translations: How risky do you find this investment? You can indicate

this on a scale of 1 to 10, where 1 stands for ’very low risk’ and 10 for ’very high risk’.
Give your best estimate based on the information in the graph: What return do you expect from
this investment in the next 12 months?
Imagine that you would have 10,000 euros at your disposal to invest, what percentage would you be
willing to invest in the investment opportunity shown above?
General questions Can you tell us more about how you estimate whether a particular investment
is risky. Which information is of particular importance to you in this respect?

Which of the following investment products do you own or have owned before?
1. Shares
2. Bonds
46
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3. Investment funds
4. Index investment funds
5. Options or other derivatives
6. I have never had investments

How do you rate your own investment experience compared to the average Dutch person?
1. Much less
2. Slightly less
3. About the same
4. Slightly more
5. Much more

How do you rate your own statistical knowledge compared to the average Dutch person?
1. Much lower
2. Slightly lower
3. About the same
4. Slightly higher
5. Much higher

How do you rate your own financial knowledge compared to the average Dutch person?
1. Much lower
2. Slightly lower
3. About the same
4. Slightly higher
5. Much higher

To what extent are you prepared to take financial risks?
You can indicate this on a scale of 1 to 10, where 1 stands for ’very low readiness’ and 10 for ’very
high readiness’.

Indicate to what extent you agree or disagree with the following statement:
The questions in this survey were clear.
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1. Totally agree
2. Agree
3. Do not agree, do not disagree
4. Disagree
5. Totally disagree
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D

Appendix

Comparing the two price paths displayed in Figure 17 with both a total return of approximately
-0.02% and an annualized monthly return standard deviation of 19.1% shows that risk perception
significantly differs also between these charts by approximately 1 point on the perceived risk scale.
On a 1 to 10 Likert scale, perceived risk for the left path is 6.80, while it is 5.86 for the price path
on the right.
Figure 17: Charts in Study 2 with an identical standard deviation and total return.

Another pair of two paths with a total return of around 8.3% and an annualized standard
deviation of about 12.5% yields comparable results. This proves that similar to Study 1, even if
price paths have the same total return and annualized monthly standard deviation, perceived risk
can be quite different.

E
E.1

Appendix
Mediator Analysis

Table 10, Table 11 and Table 12 present the detailed mediation analyses in line with Baron and Kenny
(1986). The Tobit regression in Table 6 indicated that RiskPerception and ReturnEstimate
are possible mediators for TotalReturn, DiffReturnHalves and StDev on InvestmentPropensity. The results in Table 10 illustrate that RiskPerception and ReturnEstimate
indeed mediate the effect of TotalReturn on InvestmentPropensity. The coefficient drops
from 0.604 to 0.508 and 0.254, respectively, indicating a stronger mediation effect in the case of
ReturnEstimate. There is no mediation relationship between DiffReturnHalves and InvestmentPropensity. Table 12 illustrates that RiskPerception acts as a mediator for StDev on
InvestmentPropensity.
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Table 10: Mediation analysis for TotalReturn.

TotalReturn
RiskPerception
ReturnEstimate
N
Adjusted R2

Investment
Propensity
0.604***

Risk
Perception
-0.033***

Investment
Propensity
0.508***
-2.877***

Return
Estimate
0.320***

Investment
Propensity
0.254***

3,883
0.056

3,883
0.019

3,833
0.092

3,883
0.124

1.093***
3,883
0.190

* p < 0.1; ** p < 0.05; *** p < 0.01. TotalReturn: the percentage of return over the entire period.RiskPerception: measured on a scale from 1 (low) to 7 (high). ReturnEstimate: measured on a scale from -30% to 30%. InvestmentPropensity:
measured on a scale from 0% to 100%.

Table 11: Mediation analysis for DiffReturnHalves.
Investment
Propensity
DiffReturnHalves -0.016
RiskPerception
ReturnEstimate
N
3,883
Adjusted R2
0.000

Risk
Perception
0.009***

Investment
Propensity
0.013
-3.175***

Return
Estimate
-0.003

Investment
Propensity
-0.013

3,883
0.001

3,833
0.130

3,883
0.000

1.192***
3,883
0.181

* p < 0.1; ** p < 0.05; *** p < 0.01. DiffReturnHalves: the difference in return (%) in the second and the first half of
the time period. RiskPerception: measured on a scale from 1 (low) to 7 (high). ReturnEstimate: measured on a scale
from -30% to 30%. InvestmentPropensity: measured on a scale from 0% to 100%.

Table 12: Mediation analysis for StDev.

StDev
RiskPerception
ReturnEstimate
N
Adjusted R2

Investment
Propensity
-0.438***

Risk
Perception
0.118***

Investment
Propensity
-0.068
-3.127***

Return
Estimate
-0.117***

Investment
Propensity
-0.299***

3,883
0.001

3,883
0.062

3,833
0.009

3,883
0.004

1.181***
3,883
0.185

* p < 0.1; ** p < 0.05; *** p < 0.01. StDev: annualized monthly standard deviation. RiskPerception: measured on a
scale from 1 (low) to 7 (high). ReturnEstimate: measured on a scale from -30% to 30%. InvestmentPropensity: measured
on a scale from 0% to 100%.

F
F.1

Appendix
Robustness Checks

Investment experience

As explained in Section 3.5.2, we controlled for certain personal char-

acteristics of participants. One of these characteristics was the participants’ investment experience.
Table 13 shows the results of the repeated analysis excluding subjects without any investment experience. The findings show that there are no differences between the original analysis (I) and the
repeated analysis excluding subjects lacking investment experience (II).
Understanding

The results in Table 14 show that there are almost no differences between the

original model (I) and the estimation including only participants with a decent understanding of the
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Table 13: Comparing the original estimation model to the sample excluding noninvestors.

MaxPrice
TotalReturn
MinPrice
MaxCrash
DiffReturnHalves
StDev
3mthsTrend
DaysBelow100
DiffStDevHalves
MaxRecovery
N
Pseudo R2
Subject Fixed-Effects
Control Variables

Dependent variable: RiskPerception
I
II
1.528***
1.622***
0.592***
0.50***
0.596***
0.561***
1.233***
1.212***
1.259***
1.234***
1.192***
1.204***
1.188***
1.185***
0.864***
0.862**
1.097***
1.122***
1.019
1.036
3,883
3,269
0.179
0.184
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

We report standardized odds ratios. * p < 0.1; ** p < 0.05; *** p < 0.01. We apply subject-fixed effects.
TotalReturn: the percentage of return over the entire period; MinPrice: the minimum price; MaxPrice:
the maximum price; DiffReturnHalves: the difference in return (%) in the second and the first half
of the time period; MaxCrash: the maximum (sudden) price decrease in a 30 days rolling window;
MaxRecovery: the maximum (sudden) price increase in a 30 days rolling window; StDev: annualized
monthly standard deviation; 3mthsTrend: the difference in the average price in the last and third last
month; DaysBelow100: the number of days the price paths moves below e100; DiffStDevHalves: the
difference in standard deviation (%) in the second and first half of the time period.

survey (II). This implies that results are not biased by low understanding of participants. The effect
of price path characteristics is still present when analyzing a sub sample of individuals who had a
good understanding of the survey.
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Table 14: Comparing the original estimation model to the sample excluding low
understanding individuals.

MaxPrice
TotalReturn
MinPrice
MaxCrash
DiffReturnHalves
StDev
3mthsTrend
DaysBelow100
DiffStDevHalves
MaxRecovery
N
Pseudo R2
Subject Fixed-Effects
Control Variables

Dependent variable: Risk perception
I
II
1.528***
1.457***
0.592***
0.520***
0.596***
0.618***
1.233***
1.263***
1.259***
1.228***
1.192***
1.160***
1.188***
1.159***
0.864***
0.888
1.097***
1.071*
1.019
1.090
3,883
2,817
0.179
0.172
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

We report standardized odds ratios. * p < 0.1; ** p < 0.05; *** p < 0.01. We apply subject-fixed effects.
TotalReturn: the percentage of return over the entire period; MinPrice: the minimum price; MaxPrice:
the maximum price; DiffReturnHalves: the difference in return (%) in the second and the first half
of the time period; MaxCrash: the maximum (sudden) price decrease in a 30 days rolling window;
MaxRecovery: the maximum (sudden) price increase in a 30 days rolling window; StDev: annualized
monthly standard deviation; 3mthsTrend: the difference in the average price in the last and third last
month; DaysBelow100: the number of days the price paths moves below e100; DiffStDevHalves: the
difference in standard deviation (%) in the second and first half of the time period.
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